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Abstract: Photonic wire bonding (PWB) was used to achieve flexible chipscale optical interconnection as a kind of 3D-freeform polymer waveguide
based on the two-photon polymerization of SU-8. First, the fabrication
conditions of PWB were determined for the two-photon absorption process,
and the coupling structure between PWB and III-V optical components was
numerically simulated in order to obtain high coupling efficiency. Then,
using PWB, chip-to-chip optical transmission was realized between laser
and detector chips located on a common Si substrate. We fabricated a 2.5μm-wide PWB with 1:3 aspect ratio between two optical chips of 140-μm
gap and achieved a connection loss of approximately 10 dB.
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1. Introduction
Since the widespread usage of optical fibers in the 1980s for realizing intercontinental data
transmission, optical communication systems have been continuously refined toward shortrange applications such as household fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) and even smaller board-toboard interconnections in computing systems [1, 2]. Now, substantial efforts are focused in
the field of intra-chip optical interconnects [3].
Because of excessive delays in long wires and high power consumption in large-scale
integrated circuits (LSIs), many research groups have continued to explore new solutions for
interconnecting functional blocks. Along with three-dimensional integrated circuits using
through-silicon via (TSV) [4, 5], wireless capacitive and inductive couplings [6, 7] as well as
optical interconnects have been considered to be promising solutions that provide a
significant improvement in performance and power savings over copper-based solutions in
conventional LSIs.
From the perspective of CMOS technology, photonic integration of various optical
functionalities in a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform is being focused upon for intra-chip
optical interconnects. However, the realization of light sources in an SOI platform remains
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Fig. 1. (a) Concept of inter-chip optical interconnection between two lateral-current-injection
(LCI) optical chips based on photonic wire bonding (PWB). (b) Details of the transition
section between a polymer PWB waveguide and an LCI-FP laser, together with their mode
profiles. (c) The enlarged modal intensity distribution of the core layer of LCI-FP laser and its
cross-sectional structure.

challenging because Si is a poor light-emitting material because of its indirect energy
bandgap. To overcome this problem, the integration of III-V components on Si, called hybrid
integration, has been used as it merges direct-bandgap materials with low-loss Si passive
waveguides [8–13].
Recent studies of hybrid integration primarily focus on two types of methods. One is the
realization of a butt-coupling structure based on flip-chip bonding technology [14]. The
designation of the coupling structure is very simple, while a relatively tight alignment would
be necessary during the fabrication process for achieving low coupling loss. Moreover, the
reflection between Si waveguides and lasers would also need to be suppressed. The other
method is the heterogeneous integration based on the direct wafer bonding of a III-V material
on a patterned silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate. To realize sufficient coupling between IIIV light sources and Si waveguides, a device has to be designed carefully to have smooth
mode transition by introducing taper structures [15, 16].
In the present paper, an emerging technology, named photonic wire bonding (PWB), was
introduced as another solution to the III-V/Si hybrid integration. As the counterpart of the
wire bonding technology in an electrical field, PWB allows efficient connection between
arbitrary optical components as a kind of 3D-freeform polymer waveguide fabricated with a
two-photon process [17–19]. For instance, it is possible to transfer light efficiently from the
III-V region to the Si waveguides through PWB while maintaining the performance of the IIIV light sources. We realized direct optical interconnection between a GaInAsP/InP lateralcurrent-injection (LCI) laser and photodiode [20, 21] on a Si wafer through benzocyclobutene
(BCB) adhesive bonding and achieved 140-μm optical transmission via PWB with a
connection loss of approximately 10 dB.
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2. Numerical simulation
In order to realize heterogeneous photonic integration based on PWB, the optical signal is
expected to have been emitted from an efficient III-V compound light source and have passed
through the connected PWB, then coupled to low-loss passive components such as Si
waveguides on an SOI platform, and finally detected using a high-sensitivity photodiode. As
an initial step, PWB is considered to be used to realize direct optical transmission between
two III-V optical components on a Si substrate, Fig. 1(a). The LCI laser chosen in this study
was developed by our group to satisfy the demand for an ultralow-power-consumption light
source in terms of on-chip optical interconnection; it consists of a thin semiconductor core
layer sandwiched by air and semi-insulator InP (n = 3.17) claddings [22, 23]. Thus, the
optical confinement factor in the active region of the LCI laser is approximately three times
that of conventional double-heterostructure lasers because of the high index contrast between
the core and upper air cladding, which leads to a lower-threshold-current operation.
The coupling loss between the PWB and other optical components such as the III-V LCI
laser (or detector) is considered an essential factor of this technology. The designed end-facecontact coupling structure between the PWB and LCI laser and their mode profiles are shown
in Fig. 1(b). The cross-sectional structure of the core layer of the laser and its enlarged modal
intensity distribution are shown in Fig. 1(c), which shows an asymmetrical shape because the
semi-insulating InP substrate has a higher refractive index than the upper air cladding. Here,
SU-8 (n = 1.57 at 1550 nm) was chosen as the polymer material of the PWB for two-photon
polymerization, and it is assumed that the structure of the GaInAsP/InP LCI Fabry–Pérot (FP)
laser is the same as that of our previous device [24].

Fig. 2. The calculated equivalent refractive index neq of several low-order modes as a function
of the width of the PWB with aspect ratios of (a) 1:1 and (b) 1:3, the coupling efficiency of
each mode in the two types of the PWB to the TE0 mode of LCI-FP laser and their modal
intensity distribution.
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In order to meet the condition of single-mode propagation in the PWB, we proposed a
circular cross section similar to the optical fiber and calculated the mode characteristic of the
PWB as a function of its diameter; the result indicated that multi-mode propagation could be
suppressed when the diameter of the SU-8 wire is less than 1 μm. However, such a small
cross section would also weaken the optical confinement in the PWB and degrade the
tolerance characteristic during mode coupling between the PWB and optical components.
Therefore, the PWB diameter was chosen as a parameter in the calculation of coupling
efficiency. The aspect ratio of the PWB cross section is additionally taken into account
because of the physical limitation of the focusing spot of the femtosecond laser beam during
two-photon lithography. During the fabrication, the laser beam is focused in the volume of
SU-8 by using an objective-lens inverted microscope, which can also be used for observing a
suspended sample. The PWB is traced out by scanning the focusing spot in three dimensions
at high accuracy (60 nm error in Z-axis, 10 nm error in the XY-plane), and the cross-sectional
shape mainly depends on the exposure threshold of the photosensitive medium and the
numerical aperture (NA) of the adopted objective lens. In our case, the aspect ratio of the
PWB was 1:3 after fabrication, which will be explained in the next section.
In the calculation, it is assumed that there is no displacement between the center of the
PWB cross section and the core layer of the LCI-FP laser, and we primarily focused on
several low-order modes that dominate at higher coupling efficiency. The calculation results
with PWBs of aspect ratios of 1:1 and 1:3 are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), which show the
equivalent refractive index neq as a function of the PWB width for each mode and their
coupling efficiencies to the TE0 mode from the LCI-FP laser. As can be seen in the figure, the
PWB modes with 1:1 aspect ratio are labeled as the HE11, TE01, and HE21 modes because their
modal intensity distributions are nearly the same as those of the conventional step-index fiber.
On the other hand, the PWB modes with higher aspect ratios are labeled as the TEM00,
TEM01, TEM02, and TEM03 modes because their mode profiles are similar to rectangular
transverse mode patterns.
According to the calculation result, it becomes more difficult to achieve the single-mode
condition with a higher-aspect-ratio PWB. The coupling efficiency between the fundamental
modes of PWB and the LCI-FP laser was 55% with 1:1 aspect ratio and 52% with 1:3 aspect
ratio when the PWB width was fixed at 1 μm. Large reflection loss is considered a primary
reason for the calculated low coupling efficiency because no anti-reflection coating is adopted
here, as it cannot be applied to a Fabry–Pérot-type laser in consideration of the light emission.
The result is in accordance with our expectation because the intensity distribution of the
fundamental modes does not significantly change with the increase in the aspect ratio. The
degradation of the coupling efficiency in terms of the PWB width is more evident with a
higher aspect ratio. Mode coupling with regard to both types of PWB suffers from the
influence of higher-order modes and may interfere with high-speed optical transmission.
Some refinement of this tentative end-face-contact coupling structure would be necessary to
realize higher efficiency and lower the influence of coupling with higher-order modes.
3. Fabrication
The PWB was formed using high-resolution 3D-lithography technology based on two-photon
polymerization, as shown in Fig. 3 [25]. First, the prepared LCI-FP laser and detector chips
were roughly mounted on a Si substrate by using BCB adhesive bonding. SU-8 with 200-μm
thickness was then spin-coated on the entire surface of the Si substrate and pre-baked.
Subsequently, the intense laser beam from a mode-locked Ti-sapphire laser (λ = 800 nm, Δt =
80 fs, f = 82 MHz) was focused in the SU-8 volume by using an objective lens. The SU-8 was
cured along the scanning path, which can theoretically be arbitrary according to the control
signal from a PC. Finally, the remaining part of the SU-8 was removed by the developer to
reveal the cured polymer waveguide.
In order to decrease the influence of higher-order modes and achieve higher coupling
efficiency between the PWB and the LCI-FP laser, an appropriate fabrication condition was
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Fig. 3. Process flow for fabricating photonic wire bonding between two optical chips.

required for realizing the PWB with a lower aspect ratio and different width by using an
objective lens with a large numerical aperture (NA) and adjusting the exposure dose during
two-photon polymerization. The relationship between the PWB width D, average output laser
power P, and the scanning speed of the focusing spot v of the laser beam was calculated
according to the following equation [26]:
D = ω0 ln

4P2
,
π 2ω02 vCth

(1)

where ω0 is the 1/e2 beam waist at the focal plane and Cth is a constant representing the twophoton polymerization threshold of SU-8 in terms of the scanning speed. The beam waist ω0
can be approximately calculated as follows:

ω0 =

λ
.
π NA

(2)

During the calculation of the PWB width, Cth is fixed at 5.75 × 10−3 mW2 s/µm5 as a
reference value from [26]; it is believed that this value would not change significantly
because the same negative photoresist SU-8 (MicroChem Corp.) was used in this research.
The minimum theoretical beam waist ω0 was first assumed to be 0.5 μm as the NA of the
adopted objective lens during the experiment is 0.50. The average laser power varied from 1
mW to 111 mW as the horizontal axis and the scanning speed v was set to be 10 μm/s in
consideration of the experimental conditions. The calculation result is shown in Fig. 4.
To verify the calculation result, PWBs were fabricated on a dummy SOI chip with various
average powers of 56, 70, 88, and 111 mW with a fixed scanning speed v of 10 μm/s. The
experimental results are indicated by triangles in Fig. 4. Clear and fine exposure of the SU-8
based on two photon absorption was confirmed when the laser power was above 56 mW.
Moreover, intensive thermal damage occurred in SU-8 when the average laser power was 111
mW. Figure 5 shows bird’s-eye-view scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the
fabricated PWB. Their width ranges from 1.7 μm to 2.5 μm under different exposure powers.
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Fig. 4. Calculation result of the PWB width D in terms of average laser power P with two
values of ω0 and fixed scanning speed v = 10 μm/s; the experimental result of the PWB width
with fixed scanning speed v = 10 μm/s in terms of the average laser power.

Fig. 5. Scanning electron microscope images of the fabricated PWB with different laser power
(a) P = 56 mW, (b) P = 70 mW, (c) P = 88 mW on a dummy SOI chip.

Experimental results did not fit the calculation results in Fig. 4 when the beam waist is
assumed to be 0.5 μm. It is suggested that the inconformity is primarily caused by the
unevenness of the surface of the SU-8 volume after spin coating on the SOI dummy chip and
the surface of the SOI substrate itself, which would lead to an insufficient focusing of the
laser beam during the fabrication. The calculation result with the beam waist ω0 = 0.7 μm is
also provided in Fig. 4 for reference, which shows that the diameter of the actual focusing
spot is in the range from 0.5 to 0.7 μm. PWBs were also fabricated between two SOI dummy
chips for testing the bonding strength between the PWB and optical chips. PWBs with
different bonding angles ranging from 0° to 35° were successfully fabricated between two
SOI dummy chips under the fabrication conditions of P = 88 mW and v = 10 μm/s, as shown
in Fig. 6(a). The width of the fabricated PWB is 2.5 μm, which is the same as the former
result and is shown in Fig. 6(b). The cross-sectional SEM image of the pier part of the PWB
on the SOI chip is shown in the figure. The height of the suspended PWB between two SOI
chips is estimated to be two times the height of the part of PWB on the SOI chip because the
laser beam was focused on the surface of the chip during two-photon lithography. The
dimensions of the pier part of PWB are given as 2.5 µm by 4.0 µm, which indicated that the
dimensions of the suspended PWB can be estimated to be 2.5 µm by 8.0 µm. Thus, the aspect
ratio of the suspended PWB is considered to be approximately 1:3. Also, the typical amount
of surface roughness of the wires provided in the SEM images above was estimated to be
100-200 nm by using critical dimension (CD) measurement. Such surface roughness would
indeed introduce measurable scattering loss in the wire bond during long distance
transmission. Now we are still working hard on the reduction of the roughness and we believe
that it can be achieved by improving the exposure condition in the future work. In the next
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section, the experimental result of the optical transmission between two III-V optical chips
through the PWB will be detailed.

Fig. 6. (a) Two dummy SOI chips connected by PWB with different bonding angles ranging
from 0° to 35°. (b) Bird’s-eye view of the suspended PWBs between two chips and a crosssectional image of the pier part of the PWB on the SOI chip taken from an oblique angle by 45
degrees.

4. Experimental result of optical transmission via PWB

Fig. 7. (a) Optical microscope image of the completed sample. (b) Detailed scanning electron
microscope image of PWB. (c) Schematic of optical transmission between the laser and
detector chips.
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Fig. 8. (a) Measured photocurrent Ipd of the detector in terms of the injection current to laser I1
under different bias voltages. The lasing characteristic of the laser P1 vs. I1 is given for
reference. (b) Result of photosensitivity measurement of the detector.

The completed sample is shown in Fig. 7(a) together with a detailed view of the PWB in Fig.
7(b). Two III-V LCI optical chips with the same structure were fixed on the Si substrate
through BCB adhesive bonding and connected by a 2.5-μm-wide PWB with 1:3 aspect ratio.
The relative position of the core layer of the chips was intentionally shifted in the transverse
direction by approximately 30 μm in order to confirm the path control of the two-photon
lithography and remove stray light during the subsequent optical-transmission experiment.
The bonding angle between the PWB and the LCI chips was 10° with a gap of 140 μm
between two chips. In order to determine the feasibility of this technology, we first compared
the optical-transmission characteristics between the laser and detector chips with and without
PWB interconnection. The result shows that with PWB interconnection between the two
chips, a photocurrent of 3.0 μA, which is nearly 15 times the detected photocurrent of 220 nA
without the PWB interconnection, was detected for an injection current to the laser chip of 30
mA. The noticeable difference in photosensitivity is considered strong proof of the feasibility
of the PWB.
The concrete coupling loss between the PWB and laser/detector chips was estimated from
the following steps, as illustrated in Fig. 7(c).
(I) The light output P1 of the LCI-FP laser from the facet without PWB and the
photocurrent Ipd from the detector were measured with respect to the injection
current I1 with different applied bias voltages. The measurement result is shown in
Fig. 8(a). Appropriate optical transmission between the two optical chips is
considered to be achieved, because the threshold current of the laser diode is equal to
the rising current of the photodiode.
(II) The light output P2 entering the PWB from the other facet can be theoretically
calculated according to the following equation because the ratio of light output from
both facets primarily depends on the reflection ratios of the facet mirrors R1 and R2
[27], which are 0.27 and 0.11, respectively. Therefore, P2 is estimated to be
approximately two times P1.
P2 =

(1 − R2 )
(1 − R1 )

R1
R2

P1 .

(3)

(III) The photosensitivity of the detector ηpd was measured as the incident light P4
entering the facet without PWB, which is nearly 0.09 A/W according to the result
shown in Fig. 8(b).
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(IV) The light power P3 absorbed by the detector can be estimated through the
photocurrent Ipd in (I) and photosensitivity of the detector in (III) as follows:
P3 =

I pd

η pd

.

(4)

(V) The coupling loss between the PWB and the optical chips can eventually be assessed
through a comparative analysis of P2 and P3 (i.e., 10log(P3/P2)).
I pd ηpd
P3
≈ 10 log
≈ 10dB.
(5)
P2
2 P1
As a result, a total coupling loss of approximately 10 dB was estimated, as shown in Eq.
(5). The propagation loss of this PWB, which is mainly caused by the material absorption, can
be neglected for such a short length because SU-8 is highly transparent at 1550 nm. Thus, the
coupling loss between the PWB and laser or detector chips is considered to be roughly 5 dB
for each side. Regarding the PWB with 1:3 aspect ratio and 2.5-μm width, the experimental
result seems to be consistent to some extent with the calculation result shown in Fig. 2(b),
which is nearly 3.5 dB if only the coupling between fundamental modes in PWB and both
optical components is considered, because the structure of detector is the same as that of the
laser diode. The discrepancy between the simulated and experimental values is considered to
be mainly caused by the scattering loss induced by the bonding angle between the PWB and
the LCI chips. The coupling loss with the actual structure is recalculated by considering a
bonding angle of 10°; the result shows that the coupling loss would increase to 4.5 dB, which
is very close to the experimental result. In the future, an anti-reflection coating will be
introduced between the PWB and other optical components such as LCI Distributed Feed
Back (DFB) lasers for suppressing the reflection loss. Furthermore, the bonding angle of
PWB will be reduced by adjusting the scanning path during fabrication for decreasing the
impact of scattering. Additionally, reducing the aspect ratio and realizing single-mode
propagation in PWB would be other key issues for further enhancing the mode coupling.
PWB loss = 10 log

5. Summary

In this paper, an emerging technology called photonic wire bonding (PWB) was considered as
a promising candidate for realizing high-performance on-chip optical interconnection. We
fabricated a 2.5-μm-wide PWB with 1:3 aspect ratio between a GaInAsP/InP LCI-FP laser
and detector, which were mounted on a Si substrate using benzocyclobutene adhesive
bonding. Appropriate 140-μm optical transmission via PWB was achieved in the experiment,
and the total coupling loss between the PWB and optical chips was estimated to be
approximately 10 dB. Although the high aspect ratio and propagation of higher-order modes
in the PWB remain key issues to be solved for reducing the coupling loss, the feasibility of
PWB is considered to be confirmed in the current work; PWBs possess the potential for 3Dfreeform combination between different optical components without sacrificing the
performance of devices themselves by taking full advantage of two-photon lithography in the
field of microfabrication.
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